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Abstract
A minimal perfect hash function maps a set S of n
keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 } bijectively. Classical
results state that minimal perfect hashing is possible
in constant time using a structure occupying space
close to the lower bound of log e bits per element.
Here we consider the problem of monotone minimal
perfect hashing, in which the bijection is required to
preserve the lexicographical ordering of the keys. A
monotone minimal perfect hash function can be seen
as a very weak form of index that provides ranking
just on the set S (and answers randomly outside of
S). Our goal is to minimise the description size of the
hash function: we show that, for a set S of n elements
out of a universe of 2w elements, O(n log logw) bits are
sufficient to hash monotonically with evaluation time
O(logw). Alternatively, we can get space O(n logw)
bits with O(1) query time. Both of these data structures
improve a straightforward construction with O(n logw)
space and O(logw) query time. As a consequence, it
is possible to search a sorted table with O(1) accesses
to the table (using additional O(n log logw) bits). Our
results are based on a structure (of independent interest)
that represents a trie in a very compact way, but
admits errors. As a further application of the same
structure, we show how to compute the predecessor
(in the sorted order of S) of an arbitrary element,
using O(1) accesses in expectation and an index of
O(n logw) bits, improving the trivial result of O(nw)
bits. This implies an efficient index for searching a
blocked memory.

1 Introduction
This paper addresses a series of problems that lie at the
confluence of two streams of research: the study of min-
imal perfect hash functions, and the analysis of indexing
structures. A minimal perfect hash functions maps bi-
jectively a set S of n keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 }.
The construction of such functions has been widely
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studied in the last years, leading to fundamental the-
oretical results such as [12, 13, 15].

From an application-oriented viewpoint, order-
preserving minimal perfect hash functions have been
used to retrieve the position of a key in a given list
of keys [11, 20]. We start from the observation that
all existing techniques for this task assume that keys
can be provided in any order, incurring an unavoidable
Ω(n log n) lower bound on the number of bits required to
store the function. However, very frequently the keys to
be hashed are sorted in their intrinsic (i.e., lexicograph-
ical) order. This is typically the case of dictionaries of
search engines, list of URLs of web graphs, etc. We call
the problem of mapping each key of a lexicographically
sorted set to its ordinal position monotone minimal per-
fect hashing. This problem has received, to the best of
our knowledge, no attention in the literature. However,
as we will shortly explain, it is tightly connected with
other classical problems. It is, in a way, a very weak
form of ranking : for instance, partial ranking on a set
S is given by a function that returns the lexicographi-
cal position of an element x of S, but returns −1 if x
is not in S. Instead, a monotone minimal perfect hash
function is allowed to return any result on elements not
in S.

In a classical paper, Yao [27] showed that if one uses
no extra space in addition to a table of n > 2 keys from
an ordered universe u, and if u is sufficiently large, any
organization of the table requires log(n+ 1) worst case
search time. In particular, sorting the table yields the
best possible search time. The lower bound holds even
if we are interested only in membership queries (“is x
in the table or not?”), and it extends to more general
data structures allowing pointers and repeated keys in
nO(1) space. A number of researchers have investigated
the amount of extra space needed to break Yao’s lower
bound, using hashing techniques to provide membership
queries with O(1) table accesses [9, 10, 25]. However,
these schemes do not support range queries (“Which
are the keys in the range [` . . r]?”) beyond the trivial
reduction to membership queries that requires linear
time in the size of the range.

Here we consider the scenario where the table is



sorted, and ask the question: What is the space usage
of index structures that make it possible to search the
table using O(1) accesses in expectation? We consider
two kinds of search for a key x:

1. Membership searches where we must find the posi-
tion of x in the table, or report that x is not in the
table, and

2. Predecessor searches where we must return the
position of the largest key not greater than x.

The second type immediately implies efficient range
queries: Find the predecessor of ` and scan the table
until a key greater than r is found. This kind of scanning
is very efficient on disks, as well as modern blocked
memory architectures. Indeed, several recent papers
on range queries propose to keep keys in a sorted table
(with gaps), rather than in a normal search tree, exactly
for this reason [24, 2, 1]. (We note that these papers are
concerned with the dynamic case where the key set is
changing, while we consider only the static case.)

The first type of search allows point queries, but
also range queries of a special kind: If we know some
element in the range, its position can be found in
O(1) accesses, after which reporting all elements in the
range is trivial. This may be relevant for example
in database applications, where referential integrity
constraints ensure that the elements in one relation also
exist in another relation.

Our results. Suppose that our universe has size
2w, and n ≥ logw. Without loss of generality we assume
that w is a power of two (if not, round it up). Our
model of computation is a unit-cost word RAM with
word size w. We describe a monotone minimal perfect
hash function of size O(n log logw) bits and query time
O(logw), and one of size O(n logw) bits and constant
query time. In both cases, this implies that we can find
an element in a sorted table using just one access to
the table. Both constructions are based on novel ways
of separating a set of keys into O(n/k) ordered groups
of size O(k). This improves on the space and time,
respectively, of the classic solution that stores every k-th
key explicitly in a predecessor data structure (e.g. [26]).
It is known that Ω(n) bits is a lower bound, even when
the set is not required to be stored in sorted order [21],
so these results are (at least) close to best possible.

The main tool in the more space efficient solution
for membership search is an approximate trie represen-
tation that allows us to store a set S of n keys in space
O(n logw) so that for every element y its rank relative
to S can be approximately determined in the following
sense: The data structure returns a set of two integers
in { 0, 1, . . . , n } such that with probability 1− 1/w one
of them is the position of the predecessor of y. The

data structure is an approximate version of a new van
Emde Boas tree-like data structure that we call z-fast
trie (named after its relationship to y-fast tries [26]).

We believe that our approximate trie result is of
independent interest, and could potentially find appli-
cations in settings where the two possible predecessors
could be searched in parallel (e.g. in hardware solutions
for routing, and in B-trees on parallel disk systems.) We
also show a lower bound implying that the approximate
trie representation is close to optimal in the following
sense: Every data structure that determines the correct
rank of each element in the universe with probability
more than 1/2 must use space close to the space re-
quired for storing S itself. Our data structure allows
the rank to be determined with probability slightly be-
low 1/2.

An implementation of the data structures presented
in this paper is distributed under the Gnu LGPL as part
of the Sux4J project (http://sux4j.dsi.unimi.it/). We
study carefully the implementation problems and the
practical behaviour of our algorithms in a forthcoming
paper.

Related work. Mehlhorn [21] showed that mini-
mal perfect hashing requires space Θ(n + logw) bits.
The lower bound holds even in the more general case
where the range of the function is of size O(n) rather
than exactly n, and h is required to be injective. A suc-
cinct data structure representing a minimal perfect hash
function, with O(1) evaluation time, was constructed by
Hagerup and Tholey [15].

Schmidt and Siegel [25] considered a generalization
of perfect hashing where the hash function h returns a
set of at most k values from {0, . . . , n−1}. The require-
ment is that there should exist a matching between S
and {0, . . . , n−1} such that every key x ∈ S is matched
to an element of h(x). For constant k this still requires
Ω(n) bits of space. Specifically, upper and lower bounds
of O(ne−k+log logm) and Ω((n/k

2
)e−k+log logm) bits

were shown.
Mairson [18, 19] considered a related generalization

of minimal perfect hashing where the range is split into
“pages” of size k, and the k possible positions for a
key are always the positions of a single page. In other
words, at most k keys of S should map to a single page.
Mairson showed that Θ(n log(k)/k) bits are necessary
and sufficient for this problem. Allowing pages that
have only Ω(k) keys on average does not help: Also in
this case there is a lower bound of Ω(n log(k)/k) [19].
All these results are for the case where n is not bounded
by a function of k; indeed, for k = ω(log n) a “paged”
perfect hash function requires only O(log n+logw) bits
of space.

Fiat el al. [10] considered searching of a table that



s0 0001001000000 s3 0010011000000 s6 0010011010100 s9 0010011110110
s1 0010010101100 s4 0010011001000 s7 0010011010101 s10 0100100010000
s2 0010010101110 s5 0010011010010 s8 0010011010110

Figure 1: A toy example: S = {s0, . . . , s10} is divided into three buckets of size three (except for the last one that
contains just two elements), whose delimiters D = {s2, s5, s8} appear in boldface.

may be organized as any permutation of S. They
showed that O(log n + logw) bits of additional stor-
age are sufficient to achieve constant-time membership
search. A subset of the authors [9] later showed, by a
nonconstructive argument, that in theory O(logw) ad-
ditional bits is sufficient. These methods make use of
the fact that information can be encoded as permuta-
tions of elements, which is not possible in our setting.

2 Definitions, notation, tools

Sets and integers. We use von Neumann’s definition
and notation for natural numbers: n = { 0, 1, . . . , n−1 }.
We thus freely write f : m→ n for a function from the
first m natural numbers to the first n natural numbers.
We do the same with real numbers, with a slight abuse
of notation, understanding a ceiling operator.

In the following, we will always assume that a
universe u = 2w is fixed. The set u has a natural order
which corresponds to the string lexicographical order of
the w-bit left-zero-padded binary representation. We
assume, for sake of simplicity, that w is a power of two.

Given S ⊆ u with |S| = n, and given m, an m-
bucket hash function for S is any function h : S → m.
We say that h is perfect iff it is injective; h is minimal
perfect iff it is injective and n = m; h is monotone iff
x ≤ y implies h(x) ≤ h(y) for all x, y ∈ S.

Rank and select. We will make extensive use
of the two basic blocks of several succinct data
structures—rank and select. Given a bit array (or
bit string) b ∈ { 0, 1 }n, whose positions are numbered
starting from 0, rankb(p) is the number of ones up to
position p, exclusive (0 ≤ p ≤ n), whereas selectb(r) is
the position of the r-th one in b, with bits numbered
starting from 0 (0 ≤ r < rankb(n)). These operations
can be performed in constant time on a string of n bits
using additional o(n) bits [16, 6]. When b is obvious
from the context we shall omit the subscript.

Storing functions. In the rest of the paper will
frequently need to associate values to a key set S;
more precisely, we will need to store statically an r-bit
function f : S → 2r. This problem has recently received
renewed attention [8, 5, 23]. However, for the purposes
of this paper we resort to the classical solution, which is
to store a minimal perfect hash function on S and use
the resulting value to index a table. Using for example

the perfect hash function of Hagerup and Tholey [15],
we are able to store an r-bit function in rn+O(n+logw)
bits with constant-time access.

Bucketing. We now discuss here briefly a general
approach to monotone minimal perfect hashing that we
will use in this paper and that will be referred to as
bucketing. The same idea has been widely used for non-
monotone perfect hashing, and its extension proves to
be fruitful.

Suppose you want to build a minimal perfect mono-
tone hash function for a set S; you start with:

• a monotone hash function d : S → m mapping S
to a space of m buckets, called the distributor ;

• for each i ∈ m, a monotone minimal perfect hash
function gi on d−1(i);

• a function s : m → n such that s(i) =∑
j<i |d−1(j)| for each i ∈ m.

Then, the function h : S → n defined by h(x) =
s(d(x)) + gd(x)(x) is a monotone minimal perfect hash
function for S. The idea behind bucketing is that
the distributor will consume little space (as we do not
require minimality or perfection), and that the functions
hashing monotonically each element in its bucket will
consume little space if the bucket size is small enough.
If the sets d−1(i) are all of the same size, the function s
can of course be omitted.

3 Bucketing with longest common prefixes
Our first monotone minimal perfect hash function
(which will also be used as a building block in the rest
of the paper) is based on longest common prefixes. This
technique has the advantage of requiring just the evalu-
ation of a fixed number of hash functions; on the other
hand, it has the highest memory occupancy among the
algorithms we discuss.

We use the bucketing approach described in Sec-
tion 2. Let b be a positive integer, and divide the set S
into buckets of size b preserving order. In other words,
let B0, B1, . . . , Bm−1 be the unique partition of S such
that m = dn/be, |Bi| = b for all i = 0, . . . ,m − 2 and,
if x ∈ Bi and y ∈ Bj with i < j, then x < y. We start
with a simple lemma:



s0 2 s4 8 s8 11
s1 2 s5 8 s9 1
s2 2 s6 11 s10 1
s3 8 s7 11

00 0
00100110 1
00100110101 2
0 3

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Bucketing with least common prefix for the
set S of Figure 1: (a) d0 maps each element x of S to
the length of the least common prefix of the bucket to
which x belongs; (b) d1 maps each least common prefix
to the bucket index.

Lemma 3.1. For i = 0, . . . ,m− 1, let pi be the longest
common prefix of Bi. Then all the pi’s are distinct.

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that two longest com-
mon prefixes pi and pj for Bi and Bj , where j > i, are
equal. If either |Bi| = 1 or |Bj | = 1 the two prefixes are
obviously distinct. Otherwise, we examine the first and
last keys of bucket i. Let p = pi = pj ; we know that
the last key of bucket i will begin with the string p1 and
first key of bucket j will being with p0; that is because
we know that the two keys necessarily differ in the bit
immediately after the longest common prefix and last
key is lexicographically larger than first key. Now since
the bucket j has the same longest common prefix, its
first key also begins with the string p0. This will mean
that the first key of bucket j is lexicographically smaller
than last key of bucket i (which begins with p1), leading
to a contradiction.

Thus, we will represent each bucket by the longest
common prefix of its strings. To associate with each
string the longest common prefix of the respective
bucket, we simply store a function d0 : S → w that
assigns, to each x ∈ S, the length of the longest common
prefix of the bucket containing x. Then, we store a
function d1 : { p0, p1, . . . , pm−1 } → m mapping pi to i.

To compute d(x) for a given x ∈ S, we first apply
d0 obtaining the length ` of the longest common prefix
of its bucket; from ` can compute the prefix (which is
made of the first ` bits of x), and finally, applying d1,
we obtain d(x). Figure 2 displays the functions d0 and
d1 for the example of Figure 1 when b = 3.

The function d0 requires O(n logw) bits, whereas d1
requires O((n/b) log(n/b) + logw) bits; all gis together
require O(n log b+logw) bits. By choosing b = log n we
thus obtain a space bound of O(n(log log n+ logw)) =
O(n logw) bits, and evaluation is clearly constant time.
We have shown the following.

Theorem 3.1. There is a monotone minimal perfect
hash function that occupies O(n logw) bits and answers
queries in constant time.
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Figure 3: The standard compacted trie built from the
set D of Figure 1. This data structure can be used to
rank arbitrary elements of the universe with respect to
D: when the trie is visited with an element not in D,
the visit will terminate at an exit node, determining that
the given element is to the left (i.e., smaller than) or to
the right (i.e., larger than) all the leaves that descend
from that node. The picture shows, for each element of
S, the node where the visit would end.

4 Bucketing by relative ranking
In search for a better space bound, we note that
an obvious approach to the bucketing problem is by
ranking. Given a set of strings X, a ranking data
structure provides, for each string s ∈ u, the number
of strings in X that are smaller than s, that is, |{x ∈
X | x < s }|. Consider the set D of delimiters, which is
made of the lexicographically last string of each bucket.
Clearly, the rank of an arbitrary string with respect to
D is exactly the index of its bucket.

For instance, a trivial way to obtain such rank in-
formation is to build a compacted trie [17] containing
the strings in D (see Figure 3). Much more sophis-
ticated data structures are obviously available today
(e.g., [14]), but they all fail to meet their purpose in
our case: They occupy too much space, and we do not
really need to rank all possible strings: we just need to
rank strings in S. We call this problem the relative rank-
ing problem: given sets D ⊆ S ⊆ u, we want to rank
a string s w.r.t. D under the condition that s belongs
to S.

The idea we use to solve this problem is to mimick
the behaviour of a trie-based distributor: all we need to
know is, for each node and for each key, which is the
last node reached during a search (the exit node), what
behaviour is exhibited at the exit node (exit on the left
or right), and finally what is the rank associated to a
given exit node and exit behaviour (e.g., the number of
leaves on the left of, or on the left of and under, a given
node). As we will see, this information can be coded in
very little space.



T
0010 → 〈6, h(001001)〉
00100110 → 〈10, h(0010011010)〉

P b
0010010000000 1
0010011000000 0
0010011010000 1
0010011010100 1
0010011011000 0
0010100000000 0

Figure 4: The data making up a probabilistic z-fast
trie based on the delimiter set D of Figure 1, and the
associated ranking structure described in the proof of
Theorem 4.2. Above, the map T , representing (just) the
internal nodes of the compacted trie shown in Figure 3.
Below, the set P and the associated bit vector.

4.1 A probabilistic trie. In this section, we intro-
duce a Monte-Carlo randomized data structure repre-
senting very compactly a trie with errors. To explain
how this structure works, let us first introduce some
notation and definitions related to compacted tries.

Notation for compacted tries. Consider the
compacted trie built for the set D ⊆ u; the string
represented by a node α is defined as the longest common
prefix of all keys that are stored in the subtree rooted at
α. Note that the association between nodes and strings
is bijective: thus, we shall indifferently say that a string
is represented by a node, or that the node represents
the string. The skip interval of a node α representing
the string p is defined as follows:

• if α is the root, the skip interval of α is [0 . . |p|);

• otherwise, the skip interval of α is [|q| . . |p|), where
q is the string represented by the parent of α.

The path leading to node α is defined as ε for the root,
and as p0 and p1 for the left and right child of a node
representing p, respectively. Note that the path leading
to α is always a prefix of the string represented by α.

The main idea behind a z-fast trie is that, instead of
representing explicitly a binary tree structure contain-
ing compacted paths, we will provide, given an input
x, the longest string p represented by an internal node
of the trie that is a prefix of x. The string p will be
represented by the parent of the exit node of x. At that
point, by inspecting the bit of x of index |p|, we shall
be able to determine the edge leading to the exit node
of x. The aim of this section is to show the following
theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Consider the compacted trie for the set
D ⊆ u, |D| = m; there exists a probabilistic data
structure that, given an x ∈ u, will return with error
probability ε the (length of) the string p represented by
the unique internal node with the following properties:

• p is a prefix of x;

• for every other string q represented by an internal
node, if q is a prefix of x, then |q| < |p|.

The structure requires O(m(logw + log(1/ε))) bits of
space and has query time O(logw).

The 2-fattest number in a nonempty interval of
positive integers is the number in the interval whose
binary representation has the highest number of trailing
zeros.1 To describe the probabilistic trie, we need some
simple properties of 2-fattest numbers.

Lemma 4.1. Given an interval [x . . y] of strictly posi-
tive integers:

1. Let i be the maximal number such that there exists
an integer b satisfying 2ib ∈ [x, y]. Then b is
unique, and the number 2ib is the 2-fattest number
in [x . . y].

2. If y − x < 2i, there exists at most a single value b
such that 2ib ∈ [x . . y].

3. If i is such that [x . . y] does not contain any value
of the form 2ib, then y − x + 1 ≤ 2i − 1 and the
interval may contain at most one single value of the
form 2i−1b.

Proof. We only prove (1), the other statements being
trivial. Suppose that we have two distinct a and b
with b > a satisfying conditions 2ia ∈ [x . . y] and
2ib ∈ [x . . y]. Since a and b are both odd, there is some
c such that a ≤ 2c ≤ b. So we have 2i+1c ∈ [x . . y],
contradicting the definition of i.

A probabilistic z-fast trie is given by a function T
(see Section 2) providing the following mapping: for
every node α of the compacted trie built on D, let p be
the string represented by α, [α` . . αr) the skip interval
of α, and f the 2-fattest number in (α` . . αr] (note the
change); if the interval is empty, which can happen only
at the root, we set f = 0. Then, T maps the prefix of p
of length f to the following data (see Figure 4):

1. the length of p (logw bits);

1We remark the fact that the 2-fattest number in the interval
(x . . y] is y &−1� MSB(x⊕ y).



2. a signature of p of length log logw + log(1/ε)
computed using universal hashing [3].

The above function uses O(m(logw + log(1/ε))) bits.
We call the exact version, where the “signature” is the
identity function, a z-fast trie.2

The data structure is queried as in Algorithm 1.
The idea is to do a kind of binary search for the
point where x exits the trie. Instead of testing against
the arithmetic mean of the interval endpoints as in a
traditional binary search, we test against the 2-fattest
number in the interval (fat binary search). This ensures
that T contains information to guide the search in a
suitable way. We use the prefix q of x whose length is
the 2-fattest number in the search interval as an input
to T . If q is a prefix of a key in S we check whether
there is a longer prefix matching x, corresponding to
the branching node below q. If both these conditions
are satisfied we update the lower bound `, otherwise
(assuming there is no false match on the signature) we
may correctly update the upper bound r.

For instance, when querying the structure shown
in Figure 4 with the string s1 of Figure 1 we would
first compute T (00100101), as the 2-fattest number in
(0 . . 13) is 8. Assuming that the signature correctly
identifies our query as a failure, we would try again
with T (0010), and this time the signature would match,
telling us that the parent of the exit node of s1 repre-
sents the string 001001. By adding a further bit of s1,
we would conclude that 0010010 is the path leading to
the exit node of s1

To determine the correctness and complexity of the
algorithm, we first need some lemmata:

Lemma 4.2. The following invariants hold before and
after each iteration of the loop in Algorithm 1:

1. There exists at most a single b such that 2ib ∈
(` . . r).

2. There exists no b such that 2i+1b ∈ (` . . r).

3. The length of the interval (` . . r) is less than 2i.

Proof. (1) Initially, when i = logw−1 we have (` . . r) =
(0 . . w), and this interval contains a single value of the
form 2ib, that is w/2. Now after some iteration suppose
that we have at most a single b such that 2ib ∈ (` . . r).
We have two cases:

2We remark that for the purposes of this paper it is sufficient to
build a (probabilistic) z-fast trie only on internal nodes (leaves are
necessary only for membership test in D, which we do not need).
This simplification is tacitly applied in the rest of the paper.

Algorithm 1 Querying the probabilistic z-fast trie
(represented by the function T ).
input x ∈ u
i← dlogwe − 1
`, r ← 0, w
while r − ` > 1 do
if ∃b such that 2ib ∈ (` . . r) then

{2ib is the 2-fattest number in (` . . r)}
q ← prefix of x of length 2ib
〈g, s〉 ← T (q)
if g ≤ |x| and s is the signature of the prefix of
x of length g then
`← g {Move from (` . . r) to (g . . r)}

else
r ← 2ib {Move from (` . . r) to (` . . 2ib)}

end if
end if
i← i− 1

end while
return `

• There is no b such that 2ib ∈ (` . . r). Then, the
interval remains unchanged and, by Lemma 4.1 (3),
it will contain at most a single value of the form
2i−1b.

• There is a single b such that 2ib ∈ (` . . r). The
interval may be updated in two ways: either we
set the interval to (g . . r) for some g ≥ 2ib or we
set the interval to (` . . 2ib). In both cases, the new
interval will no longer contain 2ib. By invariant
3. of Lemma 4.1, the new interval will contain at
most a single value of the form 2i−1b.

(2) Initially this is obviously true as the interval (0 . . w)
does not contain any value of the form bw. By (1),
at the beginning of the iteration there was at most a
single value of the form 2jb in the interval (` . . r) and
this single value is clearly eliminated from the interval
at the end of the iteration.
(3) By the same argument as in (1) the interval will not
contain a value of the form 2ib. Applying Lemma 4.1
(3) we deduce that length of interval is at most 2i−1.

The third invariant implies that the algorithm ter-
minates when i = 0. Since i is initially logw − 1 (an
integer) and decreases by 1 in each iteration the algo-
rithm never performs more than logw − 1 iterations.3

3We remark that given the invariants established by
Lemma 4.2 the test for the existence of a b such that 2ib ∈ (` . . r)

can be replaced by the constant-time test (1 � i) & ` 6= (1 �
i) & (r − 1).



Lemma 4.3. Let X = {x0 = ε, x1, . . . , xt }, where
x1, x2, . . . , xt are the strings represented by nodes of the
trie that are prefixes of x, ordered by increasing length.
Suppose that there are no false positives in signature
comparison (i.e., suppose that two matching signatures
on two strings always imply equality of the two strings).
Let (` . . r) the interval maintained by the algorithm.
Before and after each iteration the following invariant
is satisfied: ` = |xj | for some j, and ` ≤ |xt| < r.

Proof. We note that the invariant is trivially true at the
start, as the initial interval is (0 . . w). By Lemma 4.1
and 4.2 (1), at each step either we do nothing or
we pick the 2-fattest number g ∈ (` . . r), and change
interval. We have two cases (we follow the notation of
Algorithm 1):

• If T (q) gives a positive result, we change our current
interval to (g . . r). We know that there is at least a
string of length g that is a prefix of x, so certainly
g = |xj | for some j, and g ≤ |xt|, and the invariant
is preserved.

• If T (q) gives a negative result, we know for sure
that no prefix of x longer than 2ib − 1 can be
represented by a node of the trie: otherwise, 2ib
would belong to the skip interval [α` . . αr) of a node
α representing some element of X, and (α` . . αr]
would be entirely contained in (` . . r) (as ` = |xj |
for some j, and |xt| < r). Thus, 2ib, being 2-fattest
in (` . . r), would be a fortiori 2-fattest in (α` . . αr],
and T (q) would have returned a positive result—a
contradiction.

Thus, the algorithm is correct if there are no false
positives, because at the end ` = |xt|. We now show that
it fails with probability bounded by ε. Since we store T
using perfect hashing, the signature returned by T is the
signature of some string p that is in the domain on which
T is defined. Therefore the probability of a false match
is 2− log logw−log(1/ε) = ε/ logw. The algorithm makes
at most logw signature comparisons, so we conclude
that the combined probability of having one or more
false positives is bounded by ε. This concludes the proof
of Theorem 4.1.

Variable-length keys Our algorithm works even for
variable-length keys. However, care must be taken to
get the best possible query time dependency on the key
length. The problem is that hashing a key of l bits
takes time O(1 + l/w) if done naively. Our solution
is to start each query by computing an O(log n)-bit
hash value for each word-aligned prefix of the query
key. This can be done in time O(1 + l/w) using an
incremental hashing method, for instance the one in [7,

Section 5]. With high probability there will be no
collisions. Using the precomputed table, subsequent
hash function evaluations can be done in constant time,
meaning that the search itself uses time O(log l).

4.2 Ranking with errors using a probabilistic
trie. Using a probabilistic trie we can show that

Theorem 4.2. Let D ⊆ u (with |D| = m) and ε > 0.
There exists a data structure that for every x ∈ u returns
with error probability ε a pair of integers 〈i, j〉, one of
which is the rank of x in D (i.e., |{ t ∈ D | t < x }| ∈
{ i, j }). The data structure uses O(m(logw+log(1/ε)))
bits of space and has query time O(logw).

Proof. We build a probabilistic z-fast trie on D, and
define a set P that, for each string p corresponding
to an internal node in the compacted trie for D, con-
tains the following bit strings of length w: p00w−|p|−1,
p10w−|p|−1 and p10w−|p|−1 + 0|p|10w−|p|−1 (the latter
only if p 6= 111 · · · 1; plus denotes the standard arith-
metic operator). We build a constant-time monotone
minimal perfect hash function f on P (see Section 3),
and we consider a bit vector b of |P | = O(m) elements,
endowed with a ranking structure, that has a bit set at
position f(x) for each x ∈ P that leads to a leaf.

We note that, under this arrangement, if p is the
string represented by an internal node α, by ranking
f(p00w−|p|−1) in b we obtain the number of elements of
D smaller than every string starting with p0; by ranking
f(p10w−|p|−1) we obtain the number of elements of D
smaller than every string starting with p1; by ranking
p10w−|p|−1 + 0|p|10w−|p|−1 we obtain the the number
of elements of D that start with p1 or are smaller than
p1. Thus, to return the correct result for an input
x ∈ u, we proceed as follows: we query the probabilistic
trie, obtaining (the length of) a string p. Then, we
examine the bit of x of index |p|: if it is zero, we
return 〈rankb(f(p00w−|p|−1)), rankb(f(p10w−|p|))〉;
if it is one, but p 6= 111 · · · 1, we return
〈rankb(f(p10w−|p|−1)), rankb(f(p10w−|p|−1 +
0|p|10w−|p|−1))〉; otherwise, we return
〈rankb(f(p10w−|p|−1)),m〉. In each case, the first
or the second answer are correct if x exits on the left
or right, respectively, of α.

Continuing our example, once we know that
0010010 is the path leading to the exit node of
s1, by ranking the positions f(0010010000000) and
f(0010011000000) we would know that the correct rank-
ing for s1 is either 0 or 1.

4.3 A lower bound for ranking with errors.
Theorem 4.2 can be interpreted as claiming that there



exists a data structure that is able to rank with respect
to a set of m elements with success probability 1/2− ε,
requiring O(m(logw+ log(1/ε))) bits of space and time
O(logw). This should be compared with the following
lower bound:

Theorem 4.3. Let D ⊆ u with |D| = m ≤ 2w/3 and
ε < 1/2 − Ω(1). Every probabilistic data structure that
ranks D (i.e., that given x ∈ u computes |{s ∈ D |
s < x}|) with error probability bounded by ε requires in
expectation at least

Ω

(
m log(2w/m)

1 + log(w)/ log(1/ε)

)
bits .

Proof. For sake of simplicity, assume that 1w 6∈ D.
Suppose you have a probabilistic data structure A that
ranks D with error probability ε < 1/2−Ω(1) and using
s bits; let δ = 1/(2ε) − 1 and k be the smallest integer
satisfying (

e1+δ

(1 + δ)1+δ

)εk
<

1

2w
.

Now, build a new data structure B that uses k indepen-
dent instances of A , and ranks D by using a majority
criterion (if more than k/2 instances give the same out-
put, B produces that output; otherwise, it produces a
random value). By Chernoff bounds, B has an error
probability bounded by 1/(2w): indeed, letting X be
the number of instances that fail

P [B fails] ≤ P [X > k/2] = P [X > k(1 + δ)ε]

<

(
ek(1+δ)−1

k(1 + δ)k(1+δ)

)ε
≤
(

e1+δ

(1 + δ)(1+δ)

)εk
<

1

2w
.

Given any i, we can use B to compute the element
xi ∈ D whose rank in D is i: we proceed with a binary
search on u = 2w, that requires at most w steps. Since
at every step the probability of error is less than 1/(2w),
with probability at least 1/2 we will compute the correct
element xi. Let D′ be the set of elements obtained in
this way, as i ranges from 0 to m − 1: since for every
i the probability that we obtain the correct element is
1/2 or more, we have |D ∩D′| ≥ m/2 in expectation.

The data structure B occupies ks bits, and implic-
itly encodes D′. With m additional bits (storing, for
each i, whether xi was correctly found or not), we can
get D ∩ D′. To obtain D from this we must store the
set D \D′ (that contains m/2 elements in expectation),
requiring no more than mw/2 bits for its description.
So we use

ks+mw/2 +O(m)

bits to representD; since, by Kolmogorov complexity, D
requires m log(2w/m) +O(m) = mw−m logm+O(m)

bits to be represented, and k = O(1+log1/ε w), we have
(in expectation)

s ≥ 1

k

(mw
2
−m logm+O(m)

)
=
m

2k
(w − 2 logm+O(m)) .

Since 2w ≥ m3, that is w ≥ 3 logm, we have w −
2 logm ≥ w/2+3/2 logm−2 logm = 1/2(w− logm) so

s ≥ m

4k
(w − logm+O(m)) = Ω

(
m log(2w/m)

1 + log(w)/ log(1/ε)

)
.

If we want the error probability to be, say, ε ≤ 1/w,
we must essentially use m log(2w/m) bits, that is, the
number of bits that are necessary to specify D. The
same is true if we want constant error probability, up to
a logw multiplicative factor.

This result should be contrasted with the famous
result of Bloom about the existence of a Monte-Carlo
data structure for membership (with one-sided error)
requiring O(m log(1/ε)) bits, with a compression factor
of Θ(log(u/m)/ log(1/ε)).

5 A relative trie
The probabilistic trie of Theorem 4.1 has some prob-
ability of failing to retrieve the correct node; this can
be avoided if we know for sure that the structure is
only queried for keys in a prescribed set S ⊇ D: we
speak in this case of a relative trie. To implement a rel-
ative trie, we first solve the relative membership prob-
lem: given sets E ⊆ S ⊆ u, provide a succinct data
structure that answers queries about membership in E
in constant time, where the answer is guaranteed to be
correct only for keys is in S.

Theorem 5.1. Given sets E ⊆ S ⊆ u (with |E| = t,
|S| = n), constant-time membership in E for elements
of S can be implemented in t log(n/t)+O(t+logw) bits.

Proof. Our data structure is defined as follows: we store
the elements of D in a constant-time approximate mem-
bership structure with error probability m/n. Concrete
space-efficient implementation consists of storing a set
of signatures [4] in a succinct dictionary [22] or in a hash
table according to a minimal perfect hash function for
D. Both methods require m log(n/m) + O(m + logw)
bits. The expected number of false positives in S is
O(n(m/n)) = O(m). By building the data structure
an expected constant number of times we can get a
worst-case bound of O(m) false positives. Then, we
store a static 1-bit function recording, for each element
of S accepted by the approximate membership struc-
ture, whether it actually belongs to D. At query time,



we first interrogate the approximate membership struc-
ture; should the answer be positive, we double check
using the 1-bit function.

Theorem 5.2. Consider the compacted trie for the set
D ⊆ S ⊆ u, with |D| = m and |S| = n; there exists
a data structure that, given an arbitrary key x ∈ S,
will return the (length of the) string p represented by an
internal node with the following properties:

• p is a prefix of x;

• for every string q represented by an internal node,
if q is a prefix of x, then |q| ≤ |p|.

The structure requires O(m(log(n/m) + logw)) bits of
space and has query time O(logw).

Proof. We set ε = m/n and build the probabilis-
tic trie described in Theorem 4.1, which will require
O(m(log(n/m)+logw)) bits. Let now E ⊆ S be the set
of elements of S that the structure misclassifies: since
the data structure fails with probability ε, the expected
size of E is nε = m. Again, this can be turned into a
worst-case guarantee of O(m) by allowing the construc-
tion time to be a random variable with expected value
O(1) times larger. We now store the set E relatively to
S, which requires m log(n/m) +O(m+ logw) by Theo-
rem 5.1, and store explicitly the answer for all elements
of E, which requires O(m logw) bits. Then, when we
want to compute the answer for a key x ∈ S, we will first
test whether x ∈ E, and, in that case, return the stored
answer; otherwise, we query the probabilistic trie.

5.1 Relative ranking without errors. The struc-
ture described in Theorem 5.2 makes the probabilistic
trie exact, at the expense of giving a correct result only
on elements of S. By coupling this with the ranking
structure described in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we
obtain a structure that provides (deterministically and
without failures) two possible values for the rank of an
element of S. At this point, we just have to record the
subset L ⊆ S for which the first integer of the pair is cor-
rect (i.e., essentially, which strings exit on the left). This
can be done using a relative membership data structure
(actually, even using a 1-bit function), leading to:

Theorem 5.3. Let D ⊆ S ⊆ u (with |D| = m and
|S| = n). There exists a data structure that, for
every x ∈ S, returns the rank of x in D, requiring
O(m(log(n/m) + logw) +n) bits of space and providing
query time O(logw).

6 Monotone hashing with O(n log logw) space
We finally show how to obtain a monotone minimal
perfect hash function using just O(n log logw) bits, and

getting query time O(logw). We follow the setup of
Section 2 with buckets of size b = logw. The relative
trie on the n/ logw delimiters will occupy just O(n)
bits. Adding the space occupancy of the functions gi
(O(n log logw) bits), we have the following

Theorem 6.1. There is a monotone minimal perfect
hash function that occupies O(n log logw) bits of space
and answers queries in time O(logw).

7 Indexing a sorted table
The results we have proved on monotone minimal
perfect hashing imply that we can find an element in
a sorted table with just one access. In this section we
provide further results on the indexing problem.

7.1 Ranking a sorted table with O(1) accesses
in expectation. Suppose we have an offline storage
containing a (sorted) set of keys S. Our goal is to rank
an element x ∈ u using an expected constant number
of accesses to the set S, and as little additional space
as possible. The idea is to use a structure providing
relative ranking with respect to S with errors, and check
for errors using probes on S.

The error probability should be o(1/w), which is
possible without any cost in asymptotic space usage.
This means that with probability 1− o(1/w) we obtain
two possible values i and j, i < j, such that either the
element of rank i − 1 or the element of rank j − 1 in
S is the predecessor of x (if i = 0 or j = 0 then x
is before all strings in S). Using at most 3 probes we
can determine whether the predecessor of x is indeed
at rank i − 1 or j − 1: First probe the i-th element,
and depending on its relation to x probe either position
i − 1 or positions { j − 1, j }. If this fails to identify
the predecessor, we simply perform a binary search on
S which requires log(n + 1) = O(w) probes. Since
the binary search happens with probability o(1/w), the
expected contribution of this to the overall value is o(1).

Theorem 7.1. Given a stored sorted table S of n ele-
ments, there is a structure using additional O(n logw)
space that computes the rank of an element x ∈ u in S
using 3 + o(1) accesses to S in expectation.

7.2 Finding an element in blocked storage using
at most two accesses. In this case, our sorted table
S is divided in blocks of size b, and we want to find the
block in which a key x ∈ S is located reading as few
blocks as possible. As done at the start of Section 5.1,
we can build a relative trie structure on the delimiter
set D (as usual, containing the last key of each block)
paired with a node-ranking structure that will locate
two possible blocks to which x might belong. The



structure will use O(n/b(log b + logw) + n/b) bits of
space, which for b = O(wc) is O((n/b) logw) (to be
compared with the information-theoretical lower bound
of Ω((n/b)(w−log(n/b))) bits that are necessary to store
the delimiters). After accessing the structure, we have
at most two possible candidates, and in expectation we
will detect the right one in 1.5 attempts.

We propose the name Bee-tree for an external
memory search tree that uses probabilistic tries to guide
searches. For some parameters, Bee-trees have depth
that is asymptotically smaller than normal B-trees.
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Appendix: Proofs
Proof. [ of Lemma 3.1] Suppose by contradiction that
the two longest common prefixes pi and pj for Bi and
Bj , where j > i, are equal. If either |Bi| = 1 or |Bj | = 1
the two prefixes are obviously distinct. Otherwise,
we examine the first and last keys of bucket i. Let
p = pi = pj ; we know that the last key of bucket i will
begin with the string p1 and first key of bucket j will
being with p0; that is because we know that the two keys
necessarily differ in the bit immediately after the longest
common prefix and last key is lexicographically larger
than first key. Now since the bucket j has the same
longest common prefix, its first key also begins with the
string p0. This will mean that the first key of bucket
j is lexicographically smaller than last key of bucket i
(which begins with p1), leading to a contradiction.

Proof. [ of Lemma 4.1] We only prove (1), the other
statements being trivial. Suppose that we have two
distinct a and b with b > a satisfying conditions 2ia ∈
[x . . y] and 2ib ∈ [x . . y]. Since a and b are both odd,
there is some c such that a ≤ 2c ≤ b. So we have
2i+1c ∈ [x . . y], contradicting the definition of i.

Proof. [ of Lemma 4.2] (1) Initially, when i = logw − 1
we have (` . . r) = (0 . . w), and this interval contains a
single value of the form 2ib, that is w/2. Now after some
iteration suppose that we have at most a single b such
that 2ib ∈ (` . . r). We have two cases:

• There is no b such that 2ib ∈ (` . . r). Then, the
interval remains unchanged and, by Lemma 4.1 (3),
it will contain at most a single value of the form
2i−1b.

• There is a single b such that 2ib ∈ (` . . r). The
interval may be updated in two ways: either we
set the interval to (g . . r) for some g ≥ 2ib or we
set the interval to (` . . 2ib). In both cases, the new
interval will no longer contain 2ib. By invariant
3. of Lemma 4.1, the new interval will contain at
most a single value of the form 2i−1b.

(2) Initially this is obviously true as the interval (0 . . w)
does not contain any value of the form bw. By (1),
at the beginning of the iteration there was at most a
single value of the form 2jb in the interval (` . . r) and
this single value is clearly eliminated from the interval
at the end of the iteration.
(3) By the same argument as in (1) the interval will not
contain a value of the form 2ib. Applying Lemma 4.1
(3) we deduce that length of interval is at most 2i−1.

Proof. [ of Lemma 4.3] We note that the invariant
is trivially true at the start, as the initial interval is

(0 . . w). By Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 (1), at each step
either we do nothing or we pick the 2-fattest number
g ∈ (` . . r), and change interval. We have two cases (we
follow the notation of Algorithm 1):

• If T (q) gives a positive result, we change our current
interval to (g . . r). We know that there is at least a
string of length g that is a prefix of x, so certainly
g = |xj | for some j, and g ≤ |xt|, and the invariant
is preserved.

• If T (q) gives a negative result, we know for sure
that no prefix of x longer than 2ib − 1 can be
represented by a node of the trie: otherwise, 2ib
would belong to the skip interval [α` . . αr) of a node
α representing some element of X, and (α` . . αr]
would be entirely contained in (` . . r) (as ` = |xj |
for some j, and |xt| < r). Thus, 2ib, being 2-fattest
in (` . . r), would be a fortiori 2-fattest in (α` . . αr],
and T (q) would have returned a positive result—a
contradiction.

Proof. [ of Theorem 5.1] Our data structure is defined
as follows: we store the elements ofD in a constant-time
approximate membership structure with error probabil-
ity m/n. Concrete space-efficient implementation con-
sists of storing a set of signatures [4] in a succinct dic-
tionary [22] or in a hash table according to a minimal
perfect hash function for D. Both methods require
m log(n/m) + O(m + logw) bits. The expected num-
ber of false positives in S is O(n(m/n)) = O(m). By
building the data structure an expected constant num-
ber of times we can get a worst-case bound of O(m) false
positives. Then, we store a static 1-bit function record-
ing, for each element of S accepted by the approximate
membership structure, whether it actually belongs to
D. At query time, we first interrogate the approximate
membership structure; should the answer be positive,
we double check using the 1-bit function.

Proof. [ of Theorem 5.2] We set ε = m/n and build the
probabilistic trie described in Theorem 4.1, which will
require O(m(log(n/m)+logw)) bits. Let now E ⊆ S be
the set of elements of S that the structure misclassifies:
since the data structure fails with probability ε, the
expected size of E is nε = m. Again, this can be
turned into a worst-case guarantee of O(m) by allowing
the construction time to be a random variable with
expected value O(1) times larger. We now store the set
E relatively to S, which requires m log(n/m) + O(m+
logw) by Theorem 5.1, and store explicitly the answer
for all elements of E, which requires O(m logw) bits.
Then, when we want to compute the answer for a key



x ∈ S, we will first test whether x ∈ E, and, in that
case, return the stored answer; otherwise, we query the
probabilistic trie.

Proof. [ of Theorem 4.3] For sake of simplicity, assume
that 1w 6∈ D. Suppose you have a probabilistic data
structure A that ranks D with error probability ε <
1/2−Ω(1) and using s bits; let δ = 1/(2ε)− 1 and k be
the smallest integer satisfying(

e1+δ

(1 + δ)1+δ

)εk
<

1

2w
.

Now, build a new data structure B that uses k indepen-
dent instances of A , and ranks D by using a majority
criterion (if more than k/2 instances give the same out-
put, B produces that output; otherwise, it produces a
random value). By Chernoff bounds, B has an error
probability bounded by 1/(2w): indeed, letting X be
the number of instances that fail

P [B fails] ≤ P [X > k/2] = P [X > k(1 + δ)ε]

<

(
ek(1+δ)−1

k(1 + δ)k(1+δ)

)ε
≤
(

e1+δ

(1 + δ)(1+δ)

)εk
<

1

2w
.

Given any i, we can use B to compute the element
xi ∈ D whose rank in D is i: we proceed with a binary
search on u = 2w, that requires at most w steps. Since
at every step the probability of error is less than 1/(2w),
with probability at least 1/2 we will compute the correct
element xi. Let D′ be the set of elements obtained in
this way, as i ranges from 0 to m − 1: since for every
i the probability that we obtain the correct element is
1/2 or more, we have |D ∩D′| ≥ m/2 in expectation.

The data structure B occupies ks bits, and implic-
itly encodes D′. With m additional bits (storing, for
each i, whether xi was correctly found or not), we can
get D ∩ D′. To obtain D from this we must store the
set D \D′ (that contains m/2 elements in expectation),
requiring no more than mw/2 bits for its description.
So we use

ks+mw/2 +O(m)

bits to representD; since, by Kolmogorov complexity, D
requires m log(2w/m) +O(m) = mw−m logm+O(m)
bits to be represented, and k = O(1+log1/ε w), we have
(in expectation)

s ≥ 1

k

(mw
2
−m logm+O(m)

)
=
m

2k
(w − 2 logm+O(m)) .

Since 2w ≥ m3, that is w ≥ 3 logm, we have w −
2 logm ≥ w/2+3/2 logm−2 logm = 1/2(w− logm) so

s ≥ m

4k
(w − logm+O(m)) = Ω

(
m log(2w/m)

1 + log(w)/ log(1/ε)

)
.


